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May 30, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Luke 4:6, John 4:24, Hebrews 12:28, Revelation 14:7 Twelve Months 
to Grow: Worship-Human Response to Divine Initiative by Andy 
McDonald 
 
Together we have been on this year long journey called “Twelve 
Months to Grow.”  And it’s not just been a journey to grow in any 
direction but specifically it has been with the interest of growing both 
from and to. 
 
The reason we have been taking time on the last Sabbath of each month 
to investigate and then apply one of the 12 classical Spiritual 
Disciplines, is because they are a means for us to give God access to 
our lives that we might grow from shallow, artificial, trivial to deep, 
real and profound people.  That in us God might will and do according 
to his good pleasure. 
 
We began with the Inward Disciplines of-Meditation, -Prayer, -Fasting, 
and –Study 
While these were challenging they were sort of closet disciplines. They 
were of the very personal private inward nature. 
 
Next we moved to the Outward Disciplines of: 
-Simplicity, -Solitude, -Submission, and  -Service. 
These may have been a little more demanding because while they are 
individual practices their practice affects others.  You can’t practice 
serving without some “other” being involved. 
 
Now we are into the second of the Corporate Disciplines 
Last month was –Confession and today –Worship!  Again while there 
are always individual aspects of these disciplines too, they especially 
are part of the corporate life of the follower of Jesus.  No matter how 
often I may confess my sin to God in the privacy of my closet prayers, 
there is something vulnerable and freeing to admit clearly and openly 
that I am a sinner. In my corporate confession, be that with one fellow 
believer or before the body, the result is that I am no longer alone with 
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the condemnation of my sin, but in my confession  I hear from the body 
of Christ an affirmation of God’s forgiveness, and I feel the fellowship 
of all my fellow wounded healers, fellow sinners seeking to follow 
Jesus. 
 
Today we come to the amazing corporate discipline of worship.  Before 
we dive in, let’s just stop and once again seek God in prayer. 
 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, you alone are worthy of our worship.  We 
realize that we often succumb to the temptation, the pull to worship 
someone, or something other than you, but in our hearts we want to 
worship you. You have created us for this very purpose. In these next 
few minutes together as we look at this discipline increase our 
understanding and direct, motivate, transform us into healthier more 
robust people who practice together worship of you. In Jesus’ name I 
pray, Amen. 
 
How would you define this thing called worship? 
  What does it mean to worship? 
Sometimes speaking of two young lovers someone will say, “He 
worships the ground she walks on.  Or she worships the ground he 
walks on.” 
What is meant is that this couple has excessive admiration one for the 
other.  There is a mutual admiration society on steroids. 
 
So how do we define this thing called worship?  We could go to the 
dictionary definition: worship—the act of showing respect and love for 
a god especially by praying with other people who believe in the same 
god or excessive admiration for someone or something. 
 
In the context of worship of God here are some of my favorite 
definitions: 
Worship is the human response to the divine initiative.-Foster 
  Worship is our response to what we value most.-Giglio 
    Worship is adoring God alone without ever mentioning yourself.  
                                                                                           -Chapman 
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In some ways this should be a very easy discipline for us to practice. 
 A strong case can be built from scripture that worship of God is the 
very thing for which we were created.  God creates us by his initiative 
and our response is worship. 
 
And this simple loop, this simple initiative response scenario worked 
perfectly in a pre-sin world.  In that pre-sin world it was perfect—
worship is our response to what we value most and as long as what we 
value most was God all was well, this discipline some might argue took 
very little discipline!  God, his presence, authority, power, 
understanding, love, eclipsed everything. 
 
Until the deception came that raised questions about God and whether 
or not his directions and actions toward humanity were really best. And 
in that moment of temptation our primal parents opted to worship their 
own understanding, their own perception, their own will. 
 
Worship is about saying, “This person, this thing, this experience, (this 
whatever) is what matters most to me…it’s the thing I put first in my 
life.” – The Air I Breathe, p.12 
 
Pre fall Adam and Eve would have said God and who he is and what he 
wants is what matters most to me. 
And when they ate the fruit they said I am what matters most to me, my 
understanding is what matters most to me, being in charge is what 
matters most to me, getting my way is what matters most to me. 
 
The practice of this discipline is huge, maybe central in our growth.  It 
is about making first things first.  
 
When we examine our lives what is it that we value most?  What is it 
that we worship?  What is it the thing we put first in our life? 
 
That “thing” might be a relationship, a dream, friends, status, stuff, 
some kind of pleasure, whatever is worth the most to us is the thing we 
worship. 
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Maybe one of the first steps in preparation for practicing this corporate 
discipline of Worship, is for us to a little self study of our private 
world. Paul writes of the importance of examining ourselves, sort of 
take an inventory or audit ourselves. 
 
 With regards to worship, how can we know what we worship? 
 
It isn’t a complex inventory. It’s not some 50 page document of self 
study. It’s simple, we just take an inventory of where we invest our 
time. What receives our affection? Where do we spend our energy? 
What fills up our credit card statement how do we allocate our money? 
To what or whom are we loyal?   
 
Each of us have a throne in our lives and investigating our time, 
affection, energy, money will reveal what or who sits on that throne, 
and that is the object of our worship. 
 
God couldn’t have made it any clearer—the very first commandment 
sort of sets the stage: Do not worship any other gods besides me!  
Jesus reiterated this principle when facing the devil in the wilderness, 
“You must worship the Lord your God serve only him.” 
 
Worship is our response to what we value most. 
 
When we try and name our values as individuals or institutions there is 
this temptation not to just name the values we have but to include 
aspirational values—those things we aspire to value. 
 
Lets just say we were looking at our own personal values and we wrote 
down that we value offering hospitality, but when we look at our 
calendar and it reveals that we haven’t had anyone over to our home in 
a year, we can’t really, honestly, with any integrity include 
“hospitality” in our current values at best it is a value to which we 
aspire. 
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You see the trail of practice, of how we actually live our lives, reveals 
with painful accuracy what we really value regardless of our 
aspirations. 
 
So I encourage us to take this kind of inventory.  To face the hard cold 
brutal facts of our individual worship practice.  And then if we discover 
that someone or something other than God is the object of our worship  
we will be called to tough discipline to dethrone whatever that is and 
place God there.  
 
It is hard to understand but it really happens quite often among those 
seeking to follow Jesus.  Sometimes zealous followers of Jesus can put 
working for God, or serving the church, or denominational loyalty on 
the throne of their lives.  They may imagine God to be first but in 
reality it can be their works or their being right. 
 
I’m not judging you or anyone, what I’m calling us all to is the exercise 
of following the trail of our time, affection, energy, and money—the 
evidence won’t lie but pretty straight forward will reveal that which we 
worship.  
 
We often flatter ourselves that we have a lot to offer.  But lets not think 
more highly of ourselves than we ought.  
 
In all of life we really have basically one thing to offer.  The person we 
become and the difference we are able to make in the world all have to 
do with this one thing we can all bring to the table. The one thing we 
have to offer is our attention.  
 
The wise man Solomon wrote that as a person thinks in their heart 
that’s the way they are. 
 
Paul knew the power of our attention when he advised the Philippians,  
4:8 And now dear brothers and sisters, let me say one more thing as I 
close this letter. Fix your thoughts on what is true and honorable and 
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right. Think about things that are pure and lovely and admirable. Think 
about things that are excellent and worthy of praise.” 
 
This all goes back to the practice of the discipline of worship when we 
use Kathleen Chapman’s definition:  “Worship is adoring God alone 
without ever mentioning yourself.”  This is about giving God your 
attention. WHEN?  Really all the time. 
 
You say, Andy that’s just not possible.  But see if this could make 
sense. Is it possible to practice the presence of God by bringing him 
into all the mental models, all the interior conversations?  Can you 
invite his participation in all decision making? Considering a problem 
at  work, can we give some attention to what God’s perspective might 
be? 
 
The more attention God receives, the more we include him the more we 
will value him and the greater likelihood that he might get top billing. 
 
Right now I’m reading the book Essentialism.  It says that while the 
word “priority” has been used from the 1400’s it was only in the last 
century that it was pluralized!  Priority when you tear the word apart 
actually means the condition of being first. So it seems to do the word 
injustice when we so easily talk about our priorities or our multiple 
firsts.  There can be a priority in each of the various life areas work, 
hobbies, sports, academic, but at its essence when it comes to life there 
is a call for one first place priority seat—and what sits there is what we 
worship.   I hope for each of us it will always be or at least always 
return to be God.  To seek first God and his Kingdom. 
 
Now for just a few minutes I’d like to transition to the discipline of 
worship specifically the corporate experience of worship. 
 
Last week following Gina’s excellent sermon, we distributed a little 
sheet of daily exercises Mon-Fri in preparation for our corporate 
worship today.  
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We did this because if we are going to find our “best practice” in this 
discipline of Corporate Worship, it will demand preparation. 
Those involved in leading in worship have spent time in preparation.  
Sometimes we fail in that preparation because we prepare just the 
element to be lead, the song, the scripture, the sermon rather than 
preparing ourselves to worship. 
 
If God is our priority, if he sits on the throne of our individual lives, if 
we have reaffirmed that in a variety of ways throughout the week, then 
regardless of what happens in the service, how well it goes or doesn’t, 
whether it matches all my personal tastes or none of them, with my 
friends present or absent I will be prepared to engage in this corporate 
discipline and experience of worship.  
 
Private worship of personally responding to what we value most, of our 
human response to the divine initiative, adoring God alone without 
every mentioning self will profoundly impact the joy, connection, and 
meaning of this discipline of corporate worship. 
 
I’d like to invite you to give some attention to your “holy expectations” 
of our corporate worship. Give attention to the reality that God makes 
his home in each believer, so when we congregate the God within each 
of us responds to the God in the other and there is mounting sense of 
God’s presence. 
 
Give worship enough attention to prepare. Do whatever you have to on 
Sunday through Friday to make Sabbath easier, slower, more 
thoughtful, less hurried, a day for which we are more prepared—think 
food, clothes, home, space, friends, etc. 
 
As the sunsets on Friday don’t just welcome the Sabbath but ask God 
to make our coming corporate worship a great encounter with him. 
 
When you can come into this place of worship early and pray God’s 
Holy Spirit over this place and the people who will gather here.  
 As you see people coming in silently lift others up to God in prayer. 
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When we look around at church about ¼ of us almost didn’t make it 
here today.  But gathered here it must be a place of renewal and health. 
 
Pray for all those who will lead the service.  Seek for them  a heart and 
a mind that makes God their priority. 
 
Then give God your attention. Adore him.  It is all about God. It is in 
this corporate experience as we acknowledge that we are not alone in 
our love for God, with all our heart, and mind and soul, it is in this act 
of in our attention making him #1 that he comes into our lives to will 
and to do according to his good pleasure and he transforms us from 
self-focused, self-absorbed, self-promoting to be lovers of all people as 
we love ourselves. 
 
There will be weeks when you don’t feel like worship.  Go anyway. 
Act on your value not your feeling.  Go praying.  Go expecting. Go to 
worship expecting God to do a new and living thing that day. On those 
days we don’t feel like it we get to experience the sacrifice of worship. 
 
And then from worship as a corporate experience we go live lives of 
worship.  
 
William Temple wrote: To worship…to worship is  

! !
   to quicken the conscience by the holiness of God, 
     to feed the mind with the truth of God, 
       to purge the imagination by the beauty of God, 
         to open the heart to the love of God, 
           to devote the will to the purpose of God.”                    
                                                                                                        

Let us worship the Lord. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
“True&worship&is&adoring&God&alone&without&ever&mentioning&yourself.”&
!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Kathleen!Chapman,!Teaching!Kinds!Authentic!Worship!
!
Maybe!you!think!of!church!services!when!you!hear!the!word!“worship”!or!maybe!
you!imagine!yourself!out!in!some!place!of!primal!beauty!in!nature.!!The!reality!is!
neither!place!guarantees!worship!nor!limits!its!possibility.!!So!much!of!the!
“worship!experience”!is!related!to!our!focus.!!In!our!distracted!age!it!may!be!
more!difficult!than!ever!to!focus!our!attention,!but!at!the!very!least!worship!of!
God!has!at!its!root!giving!God!our!attention.!
!
“To#worship#is## #

###to#quicken#the#conscience#by#the#holiness#of#God,#
#####to#feed#the#mind#with#the#truth#of#God,#
#######to#purge#the#imagination#by#the#beauty#of#God,#
#########to#open#the#heart#to#the#love#of#God,#
###########to#devote#the#will#to#the#purpose#of#God.”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!William!Temple#

!
Below!you!will!find!definition,!advice,!and!some!simple!practices!or!exercises!that!
may!assist!you!in!your!Christian!Worship.!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!wor·ship!!noun!\w!rSH!p!\!

        :!the!act!of!showing!respect!and!love!for!a!god!especially!by!praying!with!other!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!people!who!believe!in!the!same!god!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:!excessive!admiration!for!someone!or!something!
!
!
This!standard!dictionary!definition!of!“worship”!!
includes!worship!of!false!gods,!as!well!as!the!worship!
of!anyone!or!anything.!!As!followers!of!Jesus!we!seek!!
to!follow!his!will!in!all!things!and!he!provided!great!!
clarity!in!his!instruction,!“You!shall!worship!the!!
Lord!your!God!and!him!only!shall!you!serve.”!(Matthew!4:10)!
!
&



“The&essence&of&idolatry&is&the&entertainment&of&thoughts&about&God&that&are&
unworthy&of&Him.”!!A.W.!Tozer!

&
Things&to&remember&regarding&the&discipline&of&Worship&
&

• Everyone!is!a!worshipper!the!only!question!is!of!what!or!whom!
• Forms!and!rituals!neither!produce!nor!restrict!true!worship!
• Only!God!is!worthy!of!our!worship!
• Worship!of!God!can!be!our!experience!24/7!as!we!practice!his!presence!
• We!can!choose!that!upon!which!we!will!focus,!where!we!place!attention!
• To!worship!is!to!change—it!propels!us!into!greater!obedience!
• We!don’t!“bring!down,!or!whip!up,!or!in!any!way!manipulate!God’s!

presence”!rather!it!is!always!something!we!“come!into.”!
!
Steps&Into&Worship&
!
In!Celebration!of!Discipline,!Foster!suggests!that!when!it!comes!to!“doing”!
worship!we!might!think!of!these!seven!steps:!

1. Learn!to!practice!the!presence!of!God!daily.!!Slip!thoughts!of!adoration,!
praise,!and!thanksgiving!into!your!inner!self!to!God!talk.!

2. Practice!a!variety!of!worship!experiences:!alone,!with!family,!with!
friends,!in!a!larger!group.!!In!doors,!out!of!doors,!public,!private,!arts,!
nature,!etc.!

3. The!night!prior!to!a!public!corporate!worship!spend!time!preparing—
examine!life,!confess,!review!any!worship!pieces!you!know!are!coming!
i.e.!scripture,!songs,!readings,!etc.!Then!arrive!early!and!let!go!of!
distractions.!

4. Let!go!of!your!agenda!for!the!service!and!submit!to!the!ways!of!God.!
Shift!from!the!language!of!“I”!to!“we”.!

5. Look!forward!to!God!acting!recognizing!that!you!can’t!“make”!worship!
happen!but!you!can!give!attention!and!be!present.!

6. Absorb!distractions!with!gratitude.!Pray!for!the!mother!of!the!noisy!
child!and!thank!God!for!the!exuberance!of!life.!If!a!piece!of!the!service!is!
not!done!“your!way”!search!for!what!you!can!worship!God!about!in!that!
moment!of!discomfort.!

7. Learn!to!offer!the!sacrifice!of!worship.!!Sometimes!we!don’t!feel!like!
worship!but!we!can!still!choose!to!worship.!!In!those!times!maybe!pray:!
“Lord,!I!don’t!feel!like!worshiping,!but!I!desire!to!give!you!this!time.!It!
belongs!to!you.!!I!will!waste!this!time!for!you.”!

!
&



Ideas&for&parents&to&assist&children&in&practicing&this&discipline&
!
For!Younger!Kids:!
!

• Worship!with!your!children!at!home!and!in!an!extra!special!way!on!
Friday!night!in!preparation!for!the!next!day’s!corporate!worship!!

• Take!your!children!(particularly!ages!4!and!older)!to!corporate!worship!!
• Have!your!children!participate!with!you!in!each!element!of!the!service!
• Prepare!ahead!so!going!to!church!morning!is!more!peaceful!and!less!

hurried!than!a!regular!day!
• Talk!with!children!about!the!difference!between!entertainment!and!

worship!
!
For!Older!Kids!
!

• Talk!about!what!might!have!been!missing!in!service!when!they!complain!
that!they!didn’t!“get!anything!out!of!worship.”!

• Research!with!children!what!various!aspects!and!symbols!of!the!
corporate!worship!service!mean!

• Encourage!kids!to!volunteer!for!leadership!roles!in!worship!services!
• Take!your!kids!on!a!“field!trip”!to!experience!worship!in!other!faith!

groups!or!different!cultural/ethnic!services!within!your!own!faith!group!
• Talk!about!worship!and!meaning!and!life!and!be!willing!to!experiment!

and!question!what!part!of!life!could!they!not!offer!as!gift!of!worship!
• On!a!slower!paced!vacation!try!structured!worship!venues!you!create!

!
!
Why&Worship?&
!
Spend!some!time!creating!your!list!(it!is!the!one!that!will!be!meaningful!to!you)!
of!the!reasons!“why”!we!worship!God.!Your!list!will!likely!include!some!of!the!BIG!
reason’s!like:!creator,!redeemer,!sustainer,!etc.!In!addition!to!these!major!
themes!that!lead!us!to!worship,!your!life!has!its!own!unique!path!and!the!
personal!reasons!you!have!to!worship.!Just!the!exercise!of!creating!the!list!will,!I!
believe,!lead!to!a!moment!or!two!of!spontaneous!worship.!!!
!
Worship&is&the&human&response&to&the&divine&initiative.&&
! ! ! Richard!Foster,!Celebration,of,Discipline,!p.!158!
! !



!
!

1. !What!first!comes!to!your!mind!when!you!hear!the!word!“worship”?!

!
!

2. What!are!some!of!your!best!“worship”!memories?!

!
!

3. Thinking!about!those!memories,!what!were!the!factors!that!made!the!
worship!memorable?!

!
!

4. What!do!you!think!about!Kathleen!Chapman’s!definition!of!“true!
worship”?!(True!worship!is!adoring!God!alone!without!ever!mentioning!
yourself.)!
!
!
!

5. What!are!the!things!in!your!life!that!most!compete!for!your!worship?!
!
!
!

6. What!are!some!specific!ways!you!can!give!your!attention!to!adoring!God!
this!week!without!ever!mentioning!yourself?!

!
!
!
O#nations#of#the#world,#recognize#the#Lord,#recognize#that#the#Lord#is#glorious#
and#strong.##Give#to#the#Lord#the#glory#he#deserves!##Bring#your#offering#and#
come#to#worship#him.##Worship#the#Lord#in#all#his#holy#splendor.##Let#all#the#
earth#tremble#before#him.##The#world#is#firmly#established#and#cannot#be#
shaken.##Leth#the#heavens#be#glad,#and#let#the#earth#rejoice!##Let#them#say#
among#the#nations,#The#Lord#is#king!”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!Chronicles!16:28d31!!


